In the Name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful

Dollar a Day for Humanity
By Irshad Mahmood – Director, Global Right Path
Global World is facing a Global Economic Disaster and needs a Global Revolution. We don’t know exact date when
Global Poverty and Global Famine started, either hundred years, or five hundred years or thousand years, but for sure we
have the solutions in the Quraan, which teaches us to come to the common point without any discrimination of Religion,
Race, Sect, Gender, Color, Nationality, Rich, Poor, Young or Old, etc., (Ref: Al_Quraan_002.256, 002.286, 003.064,
005.005, 005.035, 006.132, 013.011, 017.019, 018.029, 020.015, 028.084, 030.022, 042.030, 046.019, 049.013, 053.031,
053.039, 076.003, 091.007-010). It is 100% guaranteed to save the world and to help build our Heavenly Earth. If we
truly apply the guidance given by the Quraan, we can re-develop the world through our own Great Global
Revolution. In simple terms “NO CHANGES WITHOUT ACTIONS”! It is time now to open our eyes and correct ourselves
to serve the humanity in a revolutionized way in the light of Quraan, in which all including Rich & Poor can live safe and
sound, since the Quraan gives the true revolutionized guidance to fix the Global System to save Humanity in a balanced
way (Ref: Al_Quraan_002:002).
Avoid loans, avoid waste and stop greediness as much as possible by keeping in mind how much is too much to
help stabilized the our Heavenly Earth, (Ref: Al_Quraan_009.060, 025.063-067).
Only True Love with Humanity in the light of the Quraan can save Global World with 100% Guaranteed. We must join
together to fight against Global Poverty and Global Famine. Plant Fruits and Vegetables etc. in your backyards,
on the side of the streets, and parks etc. where ever it is possible and permissible by your governments. If you get
more fruits and vegetables etc. than what you need, then share it with your neighbors, Friends and relatives and support
following programs from the depth of your heart to fix Global system which is hurting all.
I have not seen a single business person doing very good business without any single customer (customers are human).
A single machine may replace thousands of humans BUT not a single human can ever replace a single machine.
We invite you all for Dollar A Day for Humanity and wherever crisis comes, help them immediately, till we join
together to start a New Global System to save humanity, which needs full approval from all around the world,
without any donation. Guidelines are in the following link
http://www.global-right-path.com/Globalization/G_Global_Downsizing_Shutdown_Lockdown.htm

Global Anthem - Change Our World
Toronto, Canada
Price is rising, Saving is falling
Poverty is rising, Corruption is rising
Kids are crying, Students are struggling
Laying Off increasing poverty and crime
Oppression is rising, Humanity is dying
How long Humanity will wait?
How much Humanity will suffer?
How much is too much?
We live together or die alone
O Brothers and Sisters
Let No one divide us
Let us join to make a start
With true loves in our hearts
In Whole New World with Whole New Way
Together we can Change Our World
If there is will there is a way
There is light at the end of tunnel
Road blockers are those who don’t support
Without any single donation
We need full permission
We can use Unlimited Virtual Gold
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http://youtu.be/iGLviBqk6W8
Think it like Global Charity
It will help save humanity
After education put them on research & development
Not for luxury, but for basic needs
Sip of wine is luxury
Smoking is luxury
Computer is for education and not luxury
In phase-1, we can save humanity
In phase-2, we can fix global system
In phace-3, we can go for luxury
In Whole New World with Whole New Way
Together we can Change Our World
This is a Unique Great Noble Mission
Globally we can fix many things
Without Customers, No Businesses
Save the people to save Businesses
If you have better option share with others
Otherwise join together and invite others
Avoid loans, avoid waste
In Whole New World with Whole New Way
Together we can Change Our World

Why Waiting for Saviors for Thousands of Years When Humanity is Dying Now
Join Us to Save Humanity Now Before it Gets Too Late
Dedicated to our kids, freeware and fully allowed to copy, forward, sing etc.
Read Al-Quraan, the Miracle of Miracles and free from contradictions and errors
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